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MESSAGE FROM OUR

CHARTERING
DIRECTOR
Dear Colleagues at Sea and Ashore,
For those of you who don’t know
me, my name is Felix Knick, and I am
the Director of the Commercial
Team based in Singapore.
This edition of “GANGWAY” is
about software technology and the
enhancement the company has
done recently in regards to PAL and
IMOS.
I started some 20 years ago. I still remember the times at the beginning of my
traineeship, where we were in charge. Every morning to get the long lines of paper
from the telex machine and then separate the individual messages and distribute
them between departments like Operations, Chartering, Technical, Crewing and
many more.
Here today, we talk about ERP systems in which companies are seamlessly
connected and automatic process flow. Taking our new system PAL on the
technical management side which connects all the vessels with the different
departments ashore and will make communication between ship and shore more
efficient and automated.
On the commercial side, we have IMOS which is the go-to system for Chartering,
Operations and Finance which creates an automatic flow of information. From
starting with a calculation, if a business is viable to give the input of the actual data
by operations to receiving Revenue and expenses information at Finance.
By implementing and fine-tuning these systems, over the past year, we bring our
Company to a position where we get more valuable data at a fingertip which
allows us to make informed decisions.
The management would like to thank everyone who has been involved in this
often-tiring process, and everyone who will be involved in feeding the system and
making it better over time.
I herewith would like to wish all seafarers out there a Bon voyage with smooth
sailing, and all colleagues & families stay healthy & safe.
- Felix
Campbell Bulk Singapore

SAILING THROUGH WITH INNOVATIVE
MARITIME TECHNOLOGY

SEAFARERS

“

TAKE CHARGE
OF YOUR LIFE!
THE TIDES DO NOT
COMMAND THE SHIP.
THE SAILOR DOES.

”

- OGWO DAVID EMENIKE

PAL SYSTEM
Dear all,
First of all, I would like to introduce myself, I'm chief officer
Maung Maung Naing Oo from the Campbell family. I'm very
excited to write my first article and also thanks very much for
giving me such opportunities. From the year 2020, Campbell
shipping is introducing an all-in-one MARI APPS PAL System
and would like to share some experiences about it.

Maung Maung
Naing Oo
Chief Officer,
CS Crystal

From a Chief officer’s view, would like to highlight data all in
one benefit. Previously we used NS5, ISF Watchkeeper and
for voyage DRS 3. Now in the PAL system, everything comes
upon one software, so everyone (shore staff/sea staff) can
easily access and find out the necessary data in very little
time, energy and saving paper as well. But we do need
quality data, whatever we input. We should have
responsibility for that data. If the data is raw and rubbish
then it can lead to False information and later on can/will
affect decision making from management and will reflect KPI
as well. So, as we are going to further level intelligence and
smart organization, we do need furthermore software like
PAL Systems. But most commonly people don’t like
changes, When I start using this system, facing some issues
like We do need to carry out all those Work permits and Risk
assessment in real-time before commenced of any works
and not like any other software before and also regarding
Enclose space entry We need to create a checklist and then
carry out a risk assessment and physically check all in good
order. Master has to issue a permit and carry it out as per
checklist. and unless you follow all steps one by one then
only you won't be able to submit the checklist. After
submission of checklists only then the office will be able to
check from their side. So, data should be more precise than
the previous type of software.
Also, I'm interested in new features like Garbage Log, QDMS
module (all news checklists and updated SMS will reflect)
and purchasing. But still, there are a lot of things to learn
ahead. Further to this software, in future humbly hoping for
all digital features like paper fewer Electronics log, Cloud
data system and VR Navigations as well. Hoping and
enjoying all the latest IT things in advance but always need to
bear in mind that Safety is our priority and Excellence our
commitments.

EMBRACING
TECHNOLOGY:
MARIAPPS - PAL
Hi, I am Anil Sreedhar. I am sailing with Campbell Shipping as
a 3rd Engineer. I completed my marine engineering from
Tolani Maritime Institute and joined Campbell Shipping
Company as a Junior Engineer in 2013 and have been sailing
with them ever since.

Anil
Sreedhar
Third Engineer,
CS Satira

Today I am going to talk about the PAL system that has been
recently introduced by Campbell and has replaced NS5 and
ISF watchkeeper for use onboard ships and also has many
new features for all seafarers both onboard and ashore
using the mobile application Seafarer portal. It is a great
innovation as it has integrated most of the company’s
requirements on board ship and office as well as all
employee matters related to the company under a single
platform thus making it extremely convenient for one and all
involved. For personnel onboard the ship it has the following
modules.
Certification – It has a record of all the certificates required
for the ship & Office.
Crewing – It has the details of the crew onboard the ship and
matters relating to them such as contact details, Appraisal
Report and expenses incurred etc.
LPSQ – This contains the details of the audit, reporting and
recording of matters related to the safe working onboard
ship.
Maintenance – The maintenance module tells us the
upcoming maintenance work on equipment onboard thus
helping us plan the work with all preparations and safety.
Payroll – This module consists of all details related to the
salary of crew members on board ship such as earnings,
deductions, payroll, allotment details and status etc.
Purchase - The purchase module helps us purchase spares
and stores as per the requirement on the ship.
QDMS – It consists of all manuals, different circulars and
documents for the shipboard personnel to go through.

Replication – Helps us import details into the pal system and also export entered details in a concise form.
Sea Roster - Work and rest hours of the seafarers can be updated easily and on regular basis here. All
these details are saved here and it shows other matters relating to the same such as non-conformities,
holidays and overtime etc.
Training – Here well explained and organized brief sections are present giving details of how to perform
different tasks on PAL.
Voyage – Here all day-to-day entries relating to the voyage that the ship is undertaking is made and also
details relating to inventory are present.
Switching from one system to another is always a problem but PAL with its user-friendly design has made
this process much easier. Being a new system occasionally, we do face some problems or feel the need for
the addition of some other features, the request for a solution to these being promptly dealt with by the
office and the makers.
The seafarer portal under the PAL system is another great idea. Seafarers can now find and update all their
details online directly through the seafarer portal app. They can come to know about the details of any
expiring certificates or documents and directly update the details and upload the details of the same online
after renewing them. The expense claims during sign on and sign off used to be an arduous process before
PAL due to lack of clarity on whom to contact and when to contact them for the claims but this problem
has been dealt with in a hassle-free and transparent manner. Now we just have to give the details of our
claims and upload the receipts and the same would be approved or rejected based on their merit and the
money credited to our accounts along with the first or the last allotment of the contract.
Details like date of availability for joining ships and beneficiary account details for credit of salary can now
be directly updated. The details of the allotment status and pay slips with all the details like earnings and
deductions can now be checked and directly downloaded from the portal. This helps us check these
details, have a copy for future reference and also acts as proof of income. The lack of knowledge and
understanding about the use of the portal among several crew members is the main drawback for the app
but this problem will surely get solved with time as they use and become more familiar with the app.

EMBRACING
TECHNOLOGY:
MARIAPPS - PAL
MariApp PAL was developed by Bernhard Schulte Company
in the year 2010. Initially, it was developed for their own
company needs. The software was further refined and sold
commercially to other companies. Since a shipping company
has developed this software it is safe to say that they were
the best organization to understand the requirements of the
shipping company and personnel needs.

Mauvin
Britto
Third Engineer,
CS Sarafina

This is a fascinating product as it covers all functional areas
of ship management where you just download the app and
use it. Its versatility in adapting to windows, iOS and
especially android are highly applaudable. Like work done
(PMS), documentation spares requests (purchase), planning,
accounting, catering, voyage, dry dock, certification,
crewing, payroll, insurance etc could be done in one app
thereby making it very ideal for monitoring by the concerned
departments and getting access to any other departments
for references which may be achieved without extra
communication (mail) hassle. As all company affairs are
under one roof, it is easy to study them by professional third
parties and the company’s potential and shortcomings so
that the affected areas can be developed and the losses
minimized.
With the MariApp PAL dashboard and customer web access,
one can get the information that he or she needs, any time,
with a focus on the data that is relevant to them. For
example, an individual applying for a loan facility or for filing
tax returns might need his pay slips for verification. This will
be readily available to him at his fingertips where he can just
log on to his mobile and retrieve the required data. Thereby
avoiding the hassle of carrying hard copies.
I think this system is ideal for Ships Planned maintenance
system (PMS)

The following features are available in the Centralized spares concept for technical ship management.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Running hours and dual-frequency in job plans
QR code generation of spares
Job order workflow
Integration with LPSQ module
Risk assessment and work permit are integrated
Altering dates or hour modification are possible during approval time
Data library- centralized management
Equipment, spares, predefined excel template according to specific vessel type.

The biggest drawback I have observed is that the hierarchy is not updated and is a time-consuming affair
to create a requisition. Also, Some of the Job orders are not specific to the ship.
As I feel it holds a very important key for future technological advancement towards digitalization of all
aspects of ships operations. Marine and shipping need to do far more to attract innovation to discover and
implement the next disruptive digital technology. The industry is facing more threats than ever to
business–as–usual conditions from technology changes. Mostly from the digital sector and environmental
regulations so it should embrace different technologies that could disrupt existing business cases, and
encourage innovators to develop solutions to the latest issues. The future needs more potential disruptive
technologies like more effective data analytics, greater autonomy and robotics and new methods of
information sharing. MariApp is a modern company offering maritime applications for the marine industry.
MariApp can bring to the organization key knowledge and expertise that will help the organization to excel
in today’s competitive and demanding environment.
Once everyone in the organization is well versed in using the PAL platform, the full potential of PAL and its
benefits will be revealed to the user.

THE WORKFORCE AT CAMPBELL

IN-HOUSE STAFF

“

OPTIMISM IS THE
FAITH THAT LEADS
TO ACHIVEMENT.
NOTHING CAN BE
DONE WITHOUT
HOPE AND
CONFIDENCE.
- HELLEN KELLER

”

IMOS

(Integrated Maritime Operations System)
in Chartering Operations

Joseph Lin,
Operations Manager
Hi everyone in the Campbell Team, I am Joseph and I am the Operations Manager from the Singapore
office who will be representing the Commercial Department in writing this coming quarter’s Gangway.
First and foremost, I am honored to be allowed to represent the Commercial Team to do a write up on the
latest copy of the Gangway. Whilst we know that the theme for this quarter’s Gangway was supposed to
focus on the Commercial Department’s experience of adopting system PAL. However, the Commercial
Department on the other hand relies more heavily on another system called IMOS (Integrated Maritime
Operations System) for our day-to-day work. We had also recently undergone extensive
discussions/work with the vendors IMOS to better integrate the IMOS system with our day-to-day work
and had just recently completed this project work with the vendors.
I am sure every one of us reading is curious about this IMOS system that I am talking about and I am happy
to share with everyone some of the primary functions of the system and how the team heavily relies on
it for our day-to-day work.
The usage of IMOS starts from the Chartering Department, whereby they rely on the system to do their
voyage estimate calculations. The whole purpose of the voyage estimate is to calculate the estimated
revenue that may be generated for the voyage. This is an important and critical step as the Chartering
Manager needs to determine if this voyage that is to be fixed would incur a profit or not. In commercial
shipping, there are bound to be times where we incur a profit on the voyage and there are also times
where we would incur losses on the voyage. Therefore, the Chartering Team uses these voyage
estimates to determine the profit and loss which may be incurred for fixing the voyage.
So once this voyage is being confirmed, the Chartering Team would fix this voyage estimates which
he/she calculated and match it with the performing vessel. For example, CS CALLA. This is then handed
over to the Operations Team where they would continue further the next steps of operating the voyage.
Being in the Operations Team, we rely on IMOS to help us in performing various functions. If we take on a
market ship, we would use IMOS to generate Hire Invoice that is payable to owners. For our owned VSLS,
we use IMOS to generate Hire Invoice that is to be charged across to our charterers. Next, we also use
IMOS to generate Freight Invoices that are to be charged across to our voyage charterers. Thirdly, we also
use the system to assist us in the calculation of the laytime calculations for our voyage charters which
determines if demurrage or dispatch incurred.

The system would also help us to keep track of VSL’s schedule, bunkers consumption between ports as
well as the in-port bunkers consumption. Of course, the schedules are based on the individual operator’s
inputs of the said figures which are taken from the Master’s reports. Operators are required to update the
VSL’s schedule so that everyone in the Commercial Department is aware of the vessel’s movements. It
gives everyone a quick overview of the VSL’s movements across Campbell’s Fleet.
Besides the above-said functions, we also rely on IMOS in the generating of invoices that would be due to
our vendors such as weather routing companies, PNI Clubs, insurance companies, bunker suppliers,
brokerage commissions and other related vendors.
Not only is the Commercial Department making use of IMOS, the Finance and Accounting Team also relies
on IMOS to know the receivables and payables for each vessel’s specific voyage. This ensures that any
payments that are to be paid or to be received are kept track of.
Last but not least, a very important function that the IMOS performs for us which ease the Commercial
Department’s workload is the generation of the Profit and Loss report for the said voyage. Everyone in
the Commercial Department would want to know if the said voyage fixture incurs a profit or a loss. Most
importantly this gives information to the Chartering Team to look back and compare the variances and to
see what should be improved to have a more accurate voyage estimation in the near future. For
Operations Team, it also gives us a good overview of the voyage has been performed smoothly and if
there are any delays, what reason were the delays. This gives the Operators something to reflect on and
just be looking at the VSL’s PNL reports that are generated from IMOS.
The above is some of the functions in IMOS which the Commercial Department uses in our day-to-day
work. All in all, the Commercial Department had undergone about 5 months since Dec 20 last year
working with the vendors in IMOS to understand the functions available and to determine how the system
can help us more effectively in our day-to-day work. I was actively involved in the integration of IMOS with
the running processes and I have to comment that the process was challenging but necessary to ensure
that there is a proper system going forward. Only with a proper system in place, only then can the
company grow and expand the fleet in the near future.
I hope this short write up gives everyone a bit of an idea of the functions of IMOS which the Commercial
Department uses and hopefully everyone has a better understanding of the roles and functions of the
Commercial Department. Thank you everyone for the time and wishing everyone all the best!

EMBRACING
TECHNOLOGY:
Mariapps - PAL
Rohit Hadkar,
Vessel Technical Manager
With the recent transition from NS5 to PAL, staff ashore and on the vessels have thus far been able to
come over many of the teething issues and have got a good hang of the system. Through dedication,
commitment and sincerity we have been able to accomplish the first target and are working towards
achieving a seamless and streamlined system as our final goal. We have been delayed in reaching the final
milestone due to shortage of resources, change of staff on board and system limitations. Nonetheless, let
us regain the pace and together work towards achieving our goals!
HOW VESSELS/DEPARTMENTS INTEND TO MAXIMIZE THE USE OF THE PAL PLATFORM FOR THE
SHIP MANAGEMENT NEEDS BOTH ASHORE AND AT SEA.
All planned and unplanned maintenance carried out on a vessel is being recorded in the PAL.
We have been working on making the PAL ship specific. For this, we have collected Data from all
the vessels pertaining to
Equipment Details (Make, model, Sr no.)
Spares associated with this equipment and
Routine maintenance job as recommended by the equipment manufacturer.
All vessels have reverted with
The items that need to be deleted (as they are not applicable to the vessels).
The items that need to be added (as they are specific to the vessel but not available in the PAL)
Items that need to be amended to make them ship specific.
We have identified and collated all the changes and presented them to the Mariapps team for processing,
recently. Hope to get these changes inculcated into the system soon enough!
It is expected that there would be some minor changes that may have been missed out in the first sweep.
These will be addressed in due course, as per the individual vessel’s finding. These subsequent
amendments will be done from the Office through the MDM.

CHANGES IN THE KEY PROCESSES & BENEFITS OBTAINED IN TERMS OF EFFICIENCY.
The process in the PAL is more or less, in lines with the previous system (ABS NS5). The interface of PAL
is modern and more user friendly as compared to NS5. Some of the salient features of the Mariapps PAL
system are;
Ergonomic Dashboard design - The appearance of the interface is quite appealing and simple. There
are tiles available on the dashboard for quick access. Furthermore, the graphical representation of
data gives a quick overview of the vessel’s performance and progress without having to go to the
individual vessel level.
User Manual - The user manual for most of the tasks are available for download in the system itself.
This quick access makes available the user guide of the module that the user is in.
IRT module - This is a function that can be used to make the inspection and audit reports in the PAL.
Once the system is tested and put to use, we need not make the reports in I-Auditor and then attach
the report to the PAL. We can directly do it in the PAL.
Defect list - Unlike in the NS5, where all defects and non-conformities had to be reported under CAR
which used to create a lot of clutter, in PAL the system has been made much easier. All issues (Purely
machinery related physical defects) are raised as defects under the maintenance module. The
non-conformities are raised as CARs under the LPSQ module. This distinct segregation makes life
easier!
Critical spares - PAL has provided a dashboard tile for “Critical spares” with graphical representation.
This helps to quickly identify and take action when the vessel inventory of critical spares has depleted
below the minimum required.
Round jobs - This function allows users to group all related jobs for a particular machinery routine
together and can be closed collectively. This helps to reduce the time taken in closing out the jobs and
increase work efficiency, an intelligent way of working!
Circulating jobs - This function allows vessels to keep a track of all such parts which are used in
circulation such as exhaust valves, piston, fuel injector etc. We would know exactly the hours a
particular component has run which in turn will help avoid discarding a component that has not
completed its life cycle and also avoid reuse of an overrun component.
Although the system is good in many ways, it does have some shortcomings in comparison to the NS5
In NS5, we could link requisitions to CARs and Incidents. This unique feature provides seamless
navigation between various modules which can be handy. Unfortunately, this feature is not available
in PAL as yet.
The second drawback is that in the PAL, unlike in NS5, surprisingly, there is no way to view the data
of all vessels together from the Office end. For example, in the NS5 we could view individual vessel
jobs as well as all vessel jobs together on one page. This feature is not available in PAL presently. We
have made the architects aware of this and are hopeful that they can incorporate the feature into the
system in the near future.
Although the user guide is available in the system itself, it does not cover all the functions very well.
Some improvement on that front would be welcoming!
Lastly, the vessel environment of the PAL is different from the Office environment in the appearance
and position of the different tabs. This poses difficulty when communicating, especially when trying
to help newly joined ship’s staff, as either of the entities is only able to see them screen which does
not match with that of the other.

WHAT YOU WANT SHIP STAFF TO BE MINDFUL OF.
From the vessel’s point of view, the following task is to be taken up on war footing;
Triggering of the jobs through the tab “trigger job order”. This has to be done once for all jobs to get
them into the PMS routine cycle. Most of the vessels have done this task.
Addition of the ship-specific spare part locations. The more precise and accurate the location naming,
the easier it will be in the future for inventory management and control. All vessels are requested to
make a structure of location in NS5 as close to the actual physical location. The same location may be
stenciled on the actual location (e.g., Shelf no.2, Rack three, middle row…)
Taking a thorough inventory of the spares onboard & adding the updated inventory within the PAL at
a location that matched with its actual physical location.
Due diligence to be observed by the vessel when closing any job, to record the consumption of spare
parts, so that the inventory is always updated.
Take physical inventory of all spares at least once every year and send the sheet to the office for
reconciliation, if necessary.
Carry out a weekly check on the due jobs and endeavor to complete all jobs before they become
overdue. It is a good practice to widen the date range once a month and check what jobs will become
due in the next 3 months, for better futuristic planning.
If any jobs could not be completed within the due date, then a postponement request must be sent
through the system for all such jobs. The VTMs will review and approve/reject the request based on
merit.
Similarly, if any job is not specific to the vessel or not applicable, then a “Cancellation” request must
be made through the system and the VTM can review and approve/reject the request based on merit.
Promptly and diligently, enter the records pertaining to the Circulating parts so that the precise data
of the component is available at all times.
Continuously identify and send a list of amendments to be made in the PAL, to make the system ship
specific.
All breakdown jobs and unplanned jobs must be logged in the PAL through breakdown/ Unplanned
job options. This will work as a historical record that can be referred to in the future and assist in fault
finding and troubleshooting.
ANY OTHER IDEA OR SUGGESTION ON PAL USAGE .
All users should fully acquaint themselves with all the functions associated with the PAL. The user
manual is available for download in the drop-down menu when you click on your profile name, for
easy reference.
Work on the system on a daily basis and keep it up to date. This will help you get a hang of the system
and develop confidence.
Keep identifying issues/Glitches with the functions and raise tickets with the Mariapps team. This will
obligate the service provider to close the issue at the earliest.
If you have discovered any procedure that is easier and faster, do share it with us. We could circulate
it with the entire fleet so that we mutually benefit from each other!!

ELECTRONICALLY
Stepping Towards
“SUCCESS”
Udayan Howal,
Consultant - Purchase
The 4th version of PAL (Renowned Marine App) – PAL 4 with New Interactive Outlook, New
Enhancements, Significant Design Upgrades focused for Smooth Completion of Tasks in Minimal Efforts.
HIGHLIGHTS :
Rapid Login.
Enhanced & Interactive Dashboard.
Swift & advanced search through the application.
Context helps to show you around.
Megamenu holds an ensemble array of menu options.
Quick editable pages.
Smart grids with various configurational capacities.
Minimal click task completion.
Prompt alerts and notifications.
Single click support access.
DASHBOARD :
PAL 4 has been fitted with sophisticated maneuvering, which includes the facility of highly secured entry
using only the registered credentials.
Landing in the dashboard is established as the official entry into the application, where all the data
presentation begins & data automatically gets displayed in the dashboard layout based on the logged-in
user and their rights.
The smart user interface of the platform will help you to experience delighted communication with the
system. Quick accesses are fitted throughout the environment to minimize the clicks.
DASHBOARD CUSTOMIZATION:
The dashboard comes customizable to your needs. Using the Add button in the dashboard label holder,
which is placed at the bottom of the screen, the system will provide further cues for creating a new
dashboard.
The search provision next to it will help in searching for tiles to place in the dashboard. Each of the
dashboard labels in the holder has a specific three-dot configuration switch that releases a pop-up for
further settings.

TILES:
Tiles featured in the dashboard have bright characteristics, as it possesses swift action workflow. Clicking
on data representation will open a quick task window, from where an action can be completed with
minimal clicks.
Tiles also have an exclusive set of independent controls and settings installed within as:
Scale them to distinct sizes
Tile-wise data filtering
Save filter options for future use
Quick info
Tile grouping
Grouping Tile facility is new, as it can give another way in data presentation by clubbing them together.
A quick way of achieving the group is a simple drag and drop of one tile onto another.
ADVANCED SEARCH:
The advanced search engine is available in the application, which can trigger a deep search throughout
the application based on the keywords entered in the search bar. Filters to speed up the process also
have been provided along the side. The system will store the recent search tags for easy access.
ALERTS:
Alerts panel display and provide access to the entire notifications.
On clicking the bell icon placed on the top right corner of the screen, a slider panel for alerts will appear
with all the notifications sorted by time of occurrence.
DESKTOP NOTIFICATIONS:
Desktop notifications are the real-time notifications displayed when an event occurs.
The notification will pop up on the desktop by overlapping the other active applications.
Desktop notifications will be listed in the Alerts panel as well.
USER PROFILE SETTINGS:
Configuring user profile view has been made easy through enhanced facilitation in the user profile drill
down option. It has and can manage the following:
Scale them to distinct sizes
Tile-wise data filtering
Save filter options for future use
MY VESSELS:
Vessel Distribution window is where settings for managing the vessels under the company are facilitated.
Entire vessels could be found listed in the Vessel Distribution window, from where preferred vessels can
be picked into the My Vessels list. The Application will sort and present the data of just the selected
vessels by default if this has been set previously.
Manage Notification option can be found helpful to configure the alert settings.
Users can enjoy the filtered results of notification in the application.
The interactive context HELP provision guides the users on how to surf through the platform.
Help provides step by step guidelines on the workflow, which will help the user in understanding the
features and upgrades through the procedural flow, as the system has facilitated optional audio guidance
with it too. Multi ways of accessing the cues also will play a vital role in navigating the user through this
advanced system.

MEGA MENU:
The menu style will play a vital role in PAL 4 to increase the user level of comfort.
Menu options are classified based on their operational traits.
Clicking on each of the module/sections will reveal & expand its subpages/menu.
The menu listing will navigate directly to the pages.
MENU SEARCH:
A menu centric search also is available on the page for the user to find any page with keywords.
The autocomplete feature will assist in finding the keywords entering in the search as well.
This search covers all the results including topics from the training module.
INSTANT LINKS:
Star icon beside the notification icon will give you access to a set of instant access links.
For quick access, pages can be given a favorites tag through the menu, which will set them under the
Favourites tab.
Star icons beside the listed page labels can be used to tag and untag them from the favorites list.
A list of ten of the recently visited pages also will be seen in the right tab.
PIN MODULES:
Maximum of five module lists can be pinned to the header to reach out instantly.
Pin/Unpin option is always available next to all modules in the mega menu for the purpose.
SEARCH:
Search option in the grid is useful in finding any particular record from the large database.
The Autocomplete facility will help the user to track the desired record faster.
CHART VIEW:
Using this chart view, a user can browse through grandparent companies, connecting to parent
companies and from there to entities. On clicking the entity, a slider window displays, where the user can
amend details. This way of presentation makes it easier to understand the entities under different
companies and their attributes.
GRID CHARACTERISTICS:
Grids in the page handle user’s preferences & are equipped to work with PAL 4’s concept of clear data
distribution. The grids come with lots of inbuilt configurational settings.
Further to add are display enhancement options, which can be used to adjust the content and whole of
the grid to switch through various preset sizes.
Preset Grid Sizes are Small, Compact & Large.
Maximize option in the grid serves the function of shifting the grids to a fully enhanced window view of
the content.
RELEASE NOTES:
PAL 4 Release Notes is a section with a tile-like look, where all the notes will be available featuring
updates from the house regarding the application upgrades/updates/bug fixes and other miscellaneous.
Users can grasp the idea in a single glance.
Additionally, an option History will provide access to the previous version of release notes to look into the
past.
On completion of introduction to ERP PAL4 & it uses above we move ahead.

How Vessels/Departments intend to maximize the use of the PAL platform for the ship
management needs both ashore and at sea?
Need to FOCUS on some points for a better future Electronically via PA L4.
Maximizing Use of PAL4 from Sea & Shore:
More usage of PAL4 will SAVE excess hours/time spent on emails, what's app messages, calls or SMS.
For that from initial stage requisitions created, raised, sent for quotes, receipt of quotes, obtaining all
approvals, issuance of PO, deliveries, GRN completions, receipt of invoices & processing with approvals
until payments all be done within PAL4.
Above exercise will help all Staff at Sea & Shore including Vendors for timely deliveries with payments &
moreover for a very good & smart track of records on the server for all to refer for years or during audits.
Key Process Changes along with Benefits or Suggestions for improvement in PAL4:
If ships sail from the last port towards the next port & we have to arrange materials delivery then
change of port/change of vendors as per location/change of remarks be AVAILABLE.
This will not repeat the old port & vendor’s along with the new port & vendors while sending RFQ.
DELETION / MARKING / HIGHLIGHTED of BLACKLISTED vendors be AVAILABLE for quick
knowledge to all using PAL4.
INSTEAD of opening new pages for each step, pages to be opened within the page to complete
tasks more quickly.
All raised requisitions to be updated to be displayed in 03 hours max to arrange deliveries in time.
Ship Staff to be mindful of below for quick processes:
Entering proper & complete remarks for each item requested in the requisition.
Attaching proper/exact documents/certificates/pictures for the items requested.
Instead of making additional requisitions if for any item missed to add or remove then to amend in
same/earlier raised requisition if it is still on RFQ stage as VSL has rights to review each IR status.
Most importantly VSLs must mention the next port of call/delivery location for materials without fail.
Provisions / Bonded Stores to be raised ONLY in Catering Category ALWAYS.
GRN’s to be completed same-day on receipt of materials onboard
For anything to Start is Easy but to maintain needs actual Concentration & Dedication ... Udayan Howal.

EMBRACING
TECHNOLOGY:
Mariapps - PAL
Yogesh Kumar ,
Manager - IT & Communication
OVERVIEW
Digital solutions are continually increasing as a necessity for the maritime industry to succeed and survive.
In line with maritime digitalization as a future trend in the shipping industry, with end-to-end solutions on
a cloud platform, Campbell management decided to change over to Mariapps PAL.
PAL is a fully digitized, web-based, mobile compliant, cloud-supporting ship management software that
provides end-to-end digital solutions for smarter maritime operations, developed by the Mariapps team.
Application Office / Vessel Subscription:

Being modular in approach, each section is controlled by Master Data (MDM), covering relevant
details/input terms / applicable controls for application functionality.
Process flow as approved by management, with relevant limits/restrictions and ownership are in place for
efficient operation/ownership/data control and management including authorization procedures.

Dashboard - A typical dashboard providing quick information on important and critical data:

SUPPORT
IT Team monitors overall module administration, performs version upgrades along with data replication
from Ship / Shore communications settings / enabling continuity / availability of system.

In case facing an issue, office/vessel users are required to send an email on the id
support@mariapps.atlassian.net. Subsequently, the ticket is created / resource allocated along with
notification/progress and updates as required.

A brief overview of PAL support structure along with subject matter experts, presently in place:

With the changeover, based on analysis of teething problems, reported issues/feedback, the following
would improve utilization of PAL increasing efficiency in the organization.
SUGGESTIONS
Training: Ship staff and office users are requested to utilize training videos/links to get familiar with
application/usage and restrictions.
Issue Resolution: Users need to provide a detailed description along with the module name (in the
subject line) and attach a screenshot which will be easier for PAL support to identify/categorize
issues.

CONCLUSION
PAL (literally meaning a friend), with robust tools, covers the whole spectrum of ship/shore operations,
tangible efficiencies in daily / routine work and a fresh approach to operating systems is anticipated with
optimized usage in due course.
It helps ship staff, owners, stakeholders, and ship managers with resources, automated supplies and
financial systems, timely PO cycle purchases, effective invoice processing, full travel performance
analysis, business information, detailed intelligence and graphical analysis of all transactions, processes,
and day-to-day businesses.
PAL Live Fleet module is a central platform for efficient monitoring of information related to vessel,
expenses, performance, and voyage on one comprehensive display. Owners can be updated and track
vessels in near real-time on the go, with all the following key parameters, highlighted to them i.e., financial
reporting, vessel position, crewing, operational performance, environmental performance, maintenance
reporting, purchasing, and ship certificates.
Focus on relevant data along with quick access to critical systems for financial analysis and operational
performance, would bring efficiency in achieving organizational objectives with superior performance.
Finally, to conclude:

MARK OF GRATITUDE TO ALL EMPLOYEES

EVENTS

“

IT IS NOT THE SHIP
SO MUCH AS THE
SKILLFUL SAILING
THAT ASSURES
THE PROSPEROUS
VOYAGE.

”

- GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS

JUNE 25th INTERNATIONAL
SEAFARER’S DAY
Capt. Diogo Pereira,
Marine HSEQ & Risk Manager
In 2010, The International Maritime Organization (IMO) decided to designate 25th June as the International
Day of the Seafarer to raise awareness, to recognize the risk they take and the personal cost they bear
while on their jobs and to thank the Seafarers for their contribution to the world economy and the society.
Today ninety per cent of world trade is by sea and almost everything in our daily lives is directly or
indirectly affected by sea transport. No storm, No War and No pandemic can stop a Seafarer from
ensuring the goods are delivered at their destination. This staggering percentage is only possible
because of the dedication and hard work of Seafarers.
Each and every Seafarer has to undergo a lot of hardship, are away from family for months together, with
tears in their hearts and keeping at bay their Health; Seafarers Rise above all Challenges to perform their
duties and conquer the Seas, and, are rightfully known as the unsung heroes of the Seas.
India has contributed her heart and Soul to the Shipping Industry, our Seafarers are working hard all over
the world in all weather; every day of the year and without your effort, our modern world economy would
collapse.
Today the Pandemic has created a storm in the Shipping Industry, with Shore leave denied; Sign-Off/
Sign-On restricted; Supply of spare and stores disrupted.
I urge you all out there on the seas to be strong, as all storms do, this storm will also die giving rise to a
new dawn filled with success.
Seafarers waiting eagerly to join back use your time to improve your skills, pursue your dreams, and look
at the opportunity for self-sustenance.
I congratulate each and every Seafarer for choosing this profession and their families for supporting them.
Wishing each and every Seafarer Safe Seas and Success on International Seafarers Day.

DAY�OF�THE

SEAFARER
25�JUNE

ANNUAL
SEAFARERS
SEMINAR
Homi Bharda,
Chief Culture Officer
The Annual Seminar at the firm is a hallmark event the firm celebrates each year. The celebration is a mark
of gratitude to all employees of the firm at sea and at the shore who have earnestly contributed to the
firm’s success. It is also a platform to nurture a tighter bonding amongst various functions and people at
the firm. This year the pandemic played a spoilt sport and unlike previous years the event was scaled
down to comply with the Maharashtra state government’s regulations.
On 5th March ‘21, the firm hosted the Annual Seminar at Hotel Sea Princess Mumbai. In lieu of the
restrictions on the attendees and intercity travel, we had representation from seafarers within Mumbai
and limited Mumbai staff.

The event host was Ms. Brinda Nair (Manager - Human Capital) who did a brilliant job at icebreaking and
set the mood for the day. Vibhavari Bali (Director - Human Capital) formally inaugurated the seminar and
in line with the Indian tradition, the event was inaugurated by lighting of candles which our seafarer guests
honorably graced. Soon after that our MD / CEO Capt. Rajesh Dhadwal who had dialed in from Nassau
warmly welcomed everyone present. In his speech, he presented the industry outlook and the firm’s
performance for the past year. He expressed his deep gratitude towards the spirit of all the seafarers
who put up a brave front to serve their clients in face of the grueling unprecedented pandemic
challenges.
Following Captain Dhadwal’s session, the Executive team members presented a series of informative
presentations that covered events of the past year and also a few high-level projections.
Amit Gosh (Fleet Technical Manager) from Nassau had dialed in to give us the overview of Purchasing,
Certifications, Housekeeping in PAL and E-Logs.
Following, we had Capt. Kesav (Fleet HSEQ – Risk Manager and DPA) shared his views on Loss
Prevention, P&I statistics, accident and incident analysis and overall HSEQ analysis.
Vibhavari (Vibha) demonstrated productivity tools through the seafarer’s portal. In her presentation, she
covered the use of mobile and desktop apps and tips to maximize productivity.
Close to lunch Homi Bharda (Chief Culture Officer) hosted a training presentation on “Complacency” and
reinforced the need to deal with it in our industry. The presentation had a couple of case studies including
the recent incident of MV Wakashio grounding.
Post lunch Homi took us through an exciting team bonding session. Everyone in the room participated.
The game was based on “Prisoner’s Dilemma” which brought awareness about trust in the workplace.
Once again, an exciting and memorable day in the history of the firm. Sanjay Gole (head of IT) graciously
presented his vote of thanks with a note to meet once again in 2022.

ENJOYING THE CHEERFUL TIMES TOGETHER

CELEBRATIONS

“

THE GREATNESS
OF A CULTURE
CAN BE FOUND IN
ITS FESTIVALS

”

- SIDDHARTH KATRAGADDA

NEW MYANMAR
OFFICE CELEBRATIONS

Left to Right:
Shivani Shinde,
Brinda Nair,
Soumya Kandivlikar,
Deepali Shah,
Sandra Sequeira,
Priti Bhimra,
Swati Shingote,
Vibhavari Bali,
Priyanka Rahate
CAMPBELL MUMBAI OFFICE

WOMEN’S DAY
CELEBRATION

AT CAMPBELL

Left to Right:
Rekenya Dean,
Chanelle Johnson,
Davina McKenzie,
Rhonette Lloyd,
Cornelia Knowlest

CAMPBELL NASSAU OFFICE

CHRISTMAS
AND NEW YEAR
CELEBRATIONS

AT CAMPBELL

SEAFARER’S CULINARY EXPEDITION

RECIPES

“

A RECIPE HAS NO
SOUL. YOU AS THE
COOK MUST BRING
SOUL TO THE
RECIPE
- THOMAS KELLER

”

RECIPES

CHOCOLATE
COVERED
EASTER EGGS

- by Capt. Stanley M. Rodrigues

Stanley M.
Rodrigues
Captain,
CS Jola

This is a delicious recipe that you
can add different ingredients to
make four unique types of Easter
eggs.
I have always received lots of
compliments for this recipe at
home and from my relatives.

Ingredients
1. ½ cup softened butter
2. 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
3. 1 (200 gms) cheese spread
4. 1 kg powdered sugar
5. 1 cup soft peanut butter
6. 1 cup grated coconut
7. 1 cup cocoa powder
8. 2 medium-sized pieces of dark / white chocolate
Directions:
Make a dough by mixing the butter, vanilla and cheese spread by hand. Then add the powdered sugar to
it. Mix it all well.
Divide the dough into four medium-sized balls. Mix peanut butter to one ball. Mix coconut into the second
ball, add cocoa powder into the third ball and leave the fourth ball plain. You can add any other flavor to
the fourth ball. (Note: You can also hide some small gifts inside the Easter eggs, as they represent the
beginning of life). Roll each ball of dough into the shape of an egg. Wrap them each into the aluminum foil
or place them in egg molds and refrigerate for an hour.
Break the white/dark chocolate into small, even pieces and melt gently in a bowl over a saucepan of hot,
not boiling, water. Take a spoonful of this melted chocolate and pour it on each of the eggs. Put the eggs
in egg molds and let them harden for half an hour in the refrigerator.
The delicious mouth watery Easter eggs are ready to be served.

RECIPES

Prasad
Chhotelal
Chief Cook,
CS Sonoma

GOSHT KORAM
Ingredients:
500 gm chopped mutton
1 pinch powdered salt
1/2 gm powdered turmeric
3 teaspoon lime juice
3 cloves garlic
1/2 teaspoon cumin seeds
3 clove
1/2 bay leaf
3 tablespoon soaked poppy seeds
1 cup sunflower oil
3/4 gm beaten yoghurt (curd)
1/2 teaspoon red chilli powder
1/2 inch ginger
1 chopped onion
1/4 inches cinnamon
4 green cardamom
Salt as required
For Garnishing:
1/2 teaspoon coriander.

METHOD:
Step 1 - Clean the mutton
Mutton Korma is a delectable mutton preparation, which can
be prepared at home using some easily available ingredients
in your kitchen. Here’s how you can prepare this delectable
delicacy. Wash and drain the mutton pieces under cold
running water. Now add mutton pieces to a deep pan with
1/2 to 1 cup of water and a little salt. Bring to a boil and
reduce the flame. Now, blend the soaked poppy seeds into a
paste.

Step 2 - Dry roast the spices
Simmer until the meat is 60% cooked and once it is done, turn off the flame. Take a pan and dry roast all
the ingredients for a few minutes. Transfer the roasted masalas to a mixer grinder and grind to a fine paste.
Heat oil in a heavy-bottomed pan over medium flame. Add the ground masala paste and stir-fry with a little
water. Add the cooked mutton pieces to the pan and stir-fry until well coated. Add salt and mix well. Now
add the curd and water poppy seeds paste and stir well.
Step 3 - Slow cook the mutton and serve hot!
Reduce flame and cover the pan with a lid. If you want to make it spicier, add some black pepper powder
that will accentuate the taste and will add a nice dark tint to the dish. Allow the dish to simmer for 30 to 45
minutes or until the meat is tender. Turn off the heat and transfer the mutton recipe to a serving dish.
Garnish the mutton korma recipe with ginger, coriander leaves and lime juice. Serve hot with naan or rice.

TIPS
To reduce the cooking time, you can parboil the mutton and then use it for the korma.
Apart from that, if you want to give this dish a richer taste and aroma,
you can dry roast the spices and add it to the gravy.
To accentuate the taste of the dish replace the regular oil with ghee.

AJWANI CHICKEN PAKORA
Ingredients:
Boneless chicken, preferably thighs – Around 200 – 250 gm,
cut into bite-sized pieces (Makes about 1.5 cups)
Turmeric powder – 1/4 tsp
Kashmiri chilli powder – 1 tsp
Coarsely ground pepper – 1/4 tsp
Ginger-garlic paste – 1.5 tsp
Vinegar / lemon juice – 1 tsp
Curry leaves – 2 tbsp, finely chopped (optional)
Cilantro – 3 tbsp, finely chopped
Green chilli – 1, finely chopped
Salt – To taste
Besan / kadala mavu – 1/4 cup
Rice flour – 1.5 tbsp (You can use corn flour instead)
Kashmiri chilli powder – 1/2 tsp
Ajwain/carom seeds – 2 pinches
Fennel seeds – 2 pinches
Cumin seeds – 2 pinches
Salt – 2 pinches or as required
Oil – To deep-fry
METHOD:
Step 1 Combine all the ingredients numbered 2. Taste check for salt. Add chicken pieces and mix well. Set aside
for 2 hrs. or a minimum of 30 minutes.
Step 2 Combine all the ingredients numbered 3. Add it to the marinated chicken pieces. Combine everything well,
adding 3 – 4 tsp of water to make it moist.
Step 3 Heat oil at medium heat. Fry chicken pieces until crispy and browned on both sides, about 6 – 7 minutes.
Do not overcrowd the pan while frying. Serve these delicious chicken pakoras with ketchup or green
chutney.

PROMOTIONS
DECEMBER 2020 TO MAY 2021

NAME OF THE
SEAFARER

EARLIER
POSITION

NEW
POSITION

MONTH & YEAR
OF PROMOTION

CURRENT
VESSEL

RAMESHAN, VISHNU NARAYANAN

DECK CADET

4TH OFFICER

APR, 2021

CS CANDY

KADAM, SAHIL SANDIP

DECK CADET

4TH OFFICER

MAR, 2021

CS CAPRICE

PEREIRA, LENCIO

4TH ENGINEER

3RD ENGINEER

APR, 2021

CS CANDY

SREEDHAR, ANIL

4TH ENGINEER

3RD ENGINEER

FEB, 2021

CS SATIRA

NAIK, RAJ DINKAR

TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

MAR, 2021

CS JADEN

ANKIT RAJ

TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

APR, 2021

ELLIE M

DHURI, TILAK

ORDINARY SEAMAN

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

FEB, 2021

BAHAMAS PEARL

MORAES, LESLEY

ORDINARY SEAMAN

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

FEB, 2021

CS SONOMA

MYAT HAN TUN

WIPER

OILER

MAY, 2021

CS CELESTE

MANE, SHIVARAJ

WIPER

OILER

DEC, 2020

CS JENNA

RAWAT, MANOJ SINGH

STEWARD

CHIEF COOK

FEB, 2021

CS CALVINA

SEAFARERS

DECEMBER 2020 TO MAY 2021

NEW JOINERS
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